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Graphical abstract

Abstract

Ontology evaluation is required before using the ontology within applications. Similar with software practice, the purpose of ontology evaluation is to identify the achievement of requirement criteria. Users who require coverage criteria often seeking ontology that contain the terms related to their focused domain knowledge. Users encounter the difficulty to select a suitable ontology from variety of ontology evaluation approaches. Conceptualization of information related to ontology evaluation helps to identify the important component within ontology that helps towards coverage criteria achievement. This work proposes an algorithm to extract ontology documents gained from public ontology repositories like Falcons into its vocabulary parts focused on classes and literals. The algorithm then processes the extracted ontology components with similarity algorithm and later displays the result on the coverage match of ontology with provided terms and the terms that are synonym expanded using WordNet.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Ontology represents a domain knowledge, thus it requires an ontology to undergo an evaluation process in order to validate the coverage of the ontology. Since various evaluation processes signify different evaluation objectives, this work focuses on gaining the similarity of ontology that represents the selected domain knowledge. When ontology were published in public repositories like Falcons, the
evaluation of the search engine repositories measures the coverage of related search term that matches with the search term given by users.

In order to gain a similarity result, the components within an ontology are extracted and compared with the terms or corpus that are related to the selected domain knowledge known as data driven approach.

Data driven approach consists of calculating the similarity of ontology content from referred set of corpus [1]. This approach is a hybrid of several other approaches from semantic similarity measurement and vocabulary approach. While other works state user profiling as their intermediate data driven approach [2], data driven to text classification [3]. Noy et al. [4] adds the markup of user based ontology selection history on search terms to draw the analysis of ontology selection from the BioPortal ontology repositories result.

Since there are different aspects of ontology concise into different approach of evaluation [5], the harmonization of the approach need to be taken care to gain better evaluation outcome. The similarity measurement of the ontology with selected corpus has a range of several matching ontology document that contains search keywords provided by users. In addition, several ontology repositories offer the Google-like search engine for semantic Web document like Swoogle, Falcons, Watson and OntoCat. Some of the repositories proposed in the early year 2000 has discontinued publishing ontology document in several repositories that are still currently available like the aforementioned example.

The issues arise when the repositories do not show the availability of the ontology document although the semantic Web document is in the top rank of the search engine result. The availability of the ontology is achieved by checking the URI of the ontology document. This has moved towards the evaluation of the vocabulary aspect towards gaining the availability status of the URI namespace of the given ontology [5] and also the imported ontology document that is mapped with the validated ontology.

This work includes the validation of ontology coverage using Letters Pair Similarity algorithm [6] or Dice Correlation. This work aims to help users to select ontology that represents domain knowledge, thus enhances the reuse of ontology. The algorithm focuses on comparing the keywords provided with the classes and literals that are derived from the ontology document.

2.0 MOTIVATION

The objective of this work is to indicate the coverage of domain knowledge that is represented by an ontology. This is done by measuring the numbers of similarity returns from the extracted components of ontology and compare it with the terms that signify their selected domain knowledge. Ontology evaluation approach is performed using corpora of medical abstract, news articles and 19-century English novel [7]. The study suggests the avoidance of the false-positive measures due to matching terms exposed questionable natural language ambiguity and term and concept imperfect relationship. There are various methods involved in data driven approach. Vrandecic [5] suggests referring to ontology grounding [8] as it is helpful during the mentioned approach.

The study by Bouiaadja and Benslimane [9] focus on ontology evaluation from local and by searching ontology via search engine and group ontology lifecycle process into four phases. On this work, the focused phase of evaluation is on reusing the available ontology. Other work proposes the basic of data driven with ontology driven method [10]. While another work proposes an ontology driven method [11].

The approach on data driven ontology evaluation involves text corpora that validates the coverage of ontology on the domain. There is also the use of dice coefficient in Malay corpus retrieval [12] using the stemming technique. The input terms for evaluation are gained from users [4] and expert knowledge [13] in order to widen the keywords into synonym. The synonym gained from WordNet [14] is an English electronic thesauri that is related to the gained input keywords.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

In order to gain the objectives of this study, the similarity gained from ontology components towards corpus of domain knowledge, details of the process are indicated in Figure 1. There are three main parts to develop ontology evaluation approach for this work. It consists of Part A that is Ontology Conceptualization Interpretation and Part C as the Ontology Evaluation Algorithm section that is in red box and Part B as Ontology Conceptualization in blue box.

The above methodology is interpreted from OntoUji ontology that helps to conceptualize the important component and the need to deal with when it comes to ontology evaluation [15]. The three sections describe the following details in general:

1. Ontology Conceptualization Interpretation

This section indicates users upon searching for ontology from public access ontology repository like Falcons. The ontology is then downloaded and store in local repositories and to process for extraction to gain the concepts of situated within the ontology.

2. Ontology Conceptualization

This section indicates the process of ontology to be conceptualized from several literature survey upon ontology evaluation related studies by following the
ontology development methodology and tools to support ontology development like Protégé.

3. Ontology Evaluation Algorithm

This section is the main part where the process of evaluating ontology that is derived from ontology repositories. The extraction uses Jena plugin in Eclipse tools to help gathering the concept within ontology documents. The extracted concept is used during the comparison to gain similarity of corpus that represents domain knowledge with the concept from ontology. The keywords that are being used to search for the ontology are then be compared to WordNet plugin to extend the similarity of the ontology measurement besides comparing with the keywords.

4.0 EVALUATION ALGORITHM

Ontology needs to be validated before it is being used or published for usage. From various search engine identified, users will insert keywords on search input that is related to their interest. Currently, the concern of data driven approach is that, the information of related terms can only be gained once users struck the search button after keyword insertion where related keyword is the important information need to be derived from the user [4].

Figure 1 Research Framework
The keywords search is the important source for the evaluation and only users know what they search by the keywords. Figure 2 indicates the summary of the ontology evaluation algorithm that is gained from the process via Section 3.

### 4.1 Similarity Measure

The derived matching of keywords from input text undergoes calculation process to indicate the measures of ontology similarity. Listing of similarity measures gain from Euzenat and Shvaiko [16] collect eight similarity measures. The measurement gathers the Boolean similarity contains checking of ontology evaluation with Letters Pair Similarity algorithm measurement proposed by White [6] or known as Dice coefficient.

This is due to the ontology document had import or references to other ontology document gain from the Web. Here we gain the synonym of the keyword and using the technique of Natural Language Processing of Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging. The POS in type of verb were gain from WordNet library from the suggested keyword search.

The algorithm extracts string of keywords into pair of character as in Figure 3. The red box of group of character represents the keywords string gain from search text and the plain box represent the concept extracted from ontology document. The comparison shows the existance of matching of the keywords with the ontology concept by circulating the red thin line on the match occurrence. The matching keywords are then computed by calculating the measures using the Letters Pair Similarity algorithm.

The measures return similarity result as the following calculation. The measures are able to identify the partial matching of keywords with concept written in the ontology documents. The evaluation process will occur to match the keyword given with the concept and literal within the ontology document.

![Figure 3 Keyword Similarity Overlap on Letters Pair Similarity](image3)

Figure 2 is the algorithm computed for the purpose of automatic evaluation of the ontology document gain from the ontology repository in Web. The ontology documents are gained manually from keywords search from the Falcons repository and run automatically to return the result of similarity with the given keywords.

The extraction of literals is gained from the RDF Node in order to get object property since literals are only limited in the object scope, while concept is gained from the local name that is from the concept without the allocated URI attached.

### 5.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The evaluation process compares the gained keyword, in this example, 'travel' and compare it with the extraction of concept and literal in the ontology document that is gained from the Falcons repository. The ontology document is stored locally and directly validate thru the algorithm from folder retrieval. We open the Internet access during the evaluation since some of the ontology documents import another Web based ontology document outside the repository.

Table 1 compares the ranking of ontology when it is first searched from the Falcons repositories and the ranking when the ontology were processed using the evaluation steps proposed in this study.
Table 1 Comparison of Rank with Falcon’s and Proposed Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Falcons Rank</th>
<th>Proposed Algorithm Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. O_falco3</td>
<td>1. O_falco10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. O_falco9</td>
<td>2. O_falco15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. O_falco6</td>
<td>3. O_falco6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. O_falco6</td>
<td>4. O_falco5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. O_falco7</td>
<td>5. O_falco4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. O_falco13</td>
<td>6. O_falco7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. O_falco4</td>
<td>7. O_falco13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. O_falco10</td>
<td>8. O_falco16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. O_falco15</td>
<td>10. O_falco3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result shows the similarity of keywords ‘travel’ with the manually download ontology document from Falcon’s repository using the similar keyword.

Table 2 shows the synonym of the keyword ‘travel’ composed from WordNet. Each of the synonyms is compared to the ontology document gain and computed within the Letters Pair Similarity algorithm.

Table 2 displays the match corpus of keyword ‘travel’ and the number of class and literals within the ontology documents that match the corpus.

\[
\text{Average LPS} = \frac{\sum \text{LPS}}{\sum (\text{Literal Hit} + \text{Concept Hit})} \quad (\text{Eq. 2})
\]

Equation (2) is used to calculate the amounts of hit occur upon the corpus and the literal and concept extracted from the ontology and computed in Table 2. The result helps to identify which of the ontology document have large number of corpus covered within its concept and literal for user own selection.

Figure 4 indicates the result of similarity upon ontology gain from Falcons repositories to corpus that was extended via WordNet. The graph was plotted from result in Table 2. The result indicates the highest measures of literal and concept match from the ontology documents goes to O_falco10 that have 0.6285 matches in Average LPS calculation.

Table 2 Result of Ontology Similarity from Falcon’s Repository

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology ID</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
<th>traveling</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
<th>travelling</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
<th>change_of_location</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
<th>locomotion</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
<th>Average LPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O_falco3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco9</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02496</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0301</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3058</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3704</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco7</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco13</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3058</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6285</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco16</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0630</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_falco15</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, the graph indicates the lowest Average LPS calculation from ontology O_falco3 and followed by O_falco9. Although the number of match for O_falco9 has result in large number of corpus match in Table 2, the letters pairs similarity calculate to match the corpus based on pairs of alphabetical array which helps to indicate the smaller part until the string pair matches the keywords that are also extracted into pairs of string array.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The increasing numbers of ontology published in public ontology repositories like Falcons, Swoogle and many more have made users upon struggle to select the suitable ontology that would match their preferred domain knowledge. Based on data-driven approach, one of the solutions is to identify ontology that had match corpus connected with their domain knowledge will enhance their ease to select the ontology.

The proposed approach focus on finding the decomposition of string into pair of letters to compare with provided keywords. The keyword also undergoes the similar decomposition process which helps to indicate how much similar does the ontology concept from provided keywords used to search for the ontology and the extension of the keywords match gain from WordNet. From the result, the higher match of concept and literal with keywords and synonym of the keywords shows that the ontology have higher match of pair string thus helps user to select ontology that suitable for their domain knowledge.

In future, the ranking of the ontology are proposed to include the availability of the ontology from the Web sources. The detection of URI ping status defined the availability of the URI of the ontology document. The Green status means that the HTTP reply from the URI gain request code of 200 which is accessible and the Red status represent others than the success code. The ranking of the ontology document is based on the similarity algorithm measurement and does not include the status of the availability of the URI.
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